◆INVITATION to our NEW SERIES in Kyoto 2013

Ａｕｔｕｍｎ

Friend Peace Dialogue Association
●The foundations of the earth shake. The floodgates of the heavens are opened, the
foundations of the earth shake. The earth is broken up, the earth is split asunder, the earth is thoroughly
shaken. Isaiah 24:18-20.
●They pour new wine into new wineskins. Neither do men pour new wine into old wineskins.
If they do, the skins will burst, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, they pour new wine
into new wineskins, and both are preserved. Matthew 9:17.
●Poem Footprints. One night I dreamed a dream./I was walking along the beach with my Lord./
Across the dark sky flashed scenes from my life./For each scene, I noticed two sets of footprints in the sand,
one belonging to me, and one to my Lord./When the last scene of my life shot before me I looked back at the
footprints in the sand. There was only one set of footprints. /I realized that this was at the lowest and saddest
times of my life. This always bothered me/and I questioned the Lord about my dilemma. /”Lord, you told me
when I decided to follow you,/You would walk and talk with me all the way./But I’m aware that during the most
troublesome time of my life/there is only one set of footprints./I just don’t understand why, when I needed You
most, You leave me.”./He whispered, “My precious child, I love you and will never leave you/never, ever, during
your trials and testings./When you saw only one set of footprints it was then that I carried you.”
OPEN to PUBLIC. Everyone is welcome to the lecture, discussion & dance practice. Please send a fax as below.
Dr. YUASA Yuko. Studied at San Francisco Theological Seminary and earned a doctorate degree of D. Min. Also
she studied at the International Christian University, Tokyo and Doshisha, Kyoto (M. Div.). Her cross-cultural
activities of the Bible and the Noh Drama in Germany, Korea, Indonesia, Switzerland, the U. K., and the U. S. A.
vitalize the continuous programs today . http://www.friendpeace.jp/
Ms. NAKAJIMA Masako. Master NAGASHIMA Tadashi of Kanze School has been her teacher continuously for 36
years. And in Kyoto she practices the hip drum of Noh drama, led by Master M. TANIGUCHIi of Ishii School.

PLACE

◆At Friend Peace House

(Doshisha University Hawaii House, west )

DATE
◆October 9
Ｗｅｄｎｅｓｄａｙ
１３：００ ～ １４：３０

◆November
Ｗｅｄｎｅｓｄａｙ

13

１３：００ ～ １４：３０

Theme： Personality and Human Right ①
Ｂｉｂｌｅ：: Acts 9:1-19 Saul in Damascus
Noh：: Kakitsubata (enlightenment of plants)
●Ｂｉｂｌｅ： ＹＵＡＳＡ Ｙｕｋｏ
●Noh story & performance： NAKAJIMA Masako

Theme： Personality and Human Right ②
Bible： Acts ２２:６-1６ Paul after conversion
Noh ： Ｎ ｏ ｎ ｏ ｍ ｉ ｙ ａ ・ Ａ ｏ ｉ ｎ ｏ ｕ ｅ (revelation &
transformation)
●Bible：YUASA Yuko
●Noh story & performance：: NAKAIiMA Masako

ENQUIRIES
Please send a FAX, stating the 5 details below
Your names, Tel/fax, Address, E-mail and Events.
▼Secretariat FAX 075－701－3361 (Y. Sumiya)
▼Address:

63 Kitazonocho, Shimogamo, Sakyo, Kyoto 606-0831.
Friend Peace House
●Subway Karasuma-lline. Imadegawa.Station 900 m. east along the Imadegawa St.
Then 250 m. south along the Teramachi St. On the west side.
●Parking space not available in the campus.

